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makes claim of having bad faith when filing the
applications is not proved.
(Bisnis Indonesia, 27 May 2013)

<Indonesia> Monteroza will Submit Appeal
Commercial Court of Central Jakarta refuses to cancel
registration of trademarks “Wara Wara“ No. 551068, and
“Shirokiya+Logo” 551069 in the name of Arifin Siman
(defendant) because Kabushiki Kaisha Monteroza
(plaintiff) cannot prove that the applications were filed
with having bad faith. Responding the decision, the
plaintiff will submit appeal to Supreme Court.
(Bisnis Indonesia, 17 May 2013)

<Indonesia>
Warning
“CAMPUS/KAMPUS”

of

<Indonesia> Emilio Pucci International Win
the Case of Trademark “Emilio Pucci”
Judges at Commercial Court of Central Jakarta, in case
No.10/PDT.SUS/Merek/2013/PN.Niaga.Jkt.Pst, agree to
cancel trademark “Emilio Pucci” No. IDM000093458
(Class 25) in the name of Tedy Darmawan (defendant)
because it has similarity in its essential part with
well-known mark “Emilio Pucci” owned by Emilio Pucci
International (plaintiff) and it was also filed with having
bad faith.
(Bisnis Indonesia, 30 May 2013)

Trademark

Teguh Handojo, as the owner of registered trademarks
“Campus”, “Kampus” in Indonesia, hereby informs that
trademark “Campus Milenia” No.IDM000314567 in the
name of Christine Kartika Setia Putra had already
cancelled
by
Supreme
Court
(decision
No.163K/Pdt.Sus/2012
Jo.No.81/Merek/20122/PN.Niaga.Jkt.Pst) because it has
similarity with his trademarks “Campus”, “Kampus” and
it was filed with having bad faith. In addition, we warns
any parties to stop produce and distribute all products
using trademarks “Campus Milenia, Campus or Kampus”
without our permission. Any trademark infringement will
be prosecuted to the court.
(Kompas, 20 May 2013)

<Indonesia> Husqvaena Aktiebolag
Disputing Trademark “McCulloch”

is

Husqvaena Aktiebolag (plaintiff, a Sweden company), in
case No.20/Pdt.Sus/Mrek/2013/Pn.Niaga.Jkt.Pst, submits
a lawsuit of cancellation of trademark “McCulloch” No.
IDM000157276
(Cl.07),
IDM000182245
and
IDM000329110 (Cl.08) in the name of Emil Gunawan
(defendant) at Commercial Court of Central Jakarta.
Meanwhile, in his argument, defendant states that the
period (5 years) to submit the lawsuit had lapsed.
(Bisnis Indonesia, 5 June2013)

<Indonesia> Krakatau Steel Submits Appeal
PT Krakatau Steel Tbk (plaintiff) will submits appeal to
Supreme Court following judge’s decision that refuse to
cancel trademark “IKS” No.IDM000005524 and 6 other
trademarks in the name of PT Perwira Adhitama Sejati
(defendant). In the consideration, judges consider that
there are no similarities between trademarks “KS” No.
IDM000063036 and IDM000048501 in the name of
plaintiff and trademark “IKS” in the name of defendant.
In addition, trademark “IKS” is registered earlier that
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addition, defendant is not asked to withdraw all products
using the said trademark.
(Bisnis Indonesia, 12 June2013)

<Indonesia> Andreas Stihl Win the Case of
Trademark “STL”
Judges at Commercial Court of Central Jakarta agree to
cancel trademark “STL” No. IDM000294755 (Class 07)
in the name of He Sok Khui (defendant) because it has
similarity in its essential part in its appearance with
well-known mark STIHL”owned by Andreas Stihl AG &
Company (plaintiff).
(Bisnis Indonesia, 7 June2013)

<Indonesia> Toyota
Trademark “Lexus”

Win

the

case

<Indonesia> Apology Statement (Trademarks
“BIOTANK”)
Bong Dewi Kurniawan, owner of “Toko Cahaya Keramik”
addressed in Bandung, hereby apologize to PT Induro
Internasional, as the owner of trademark “BIOTANK”
(for product “Septic Tank”) because we had infringed the
trademark by selling imitated product of using the similar
trademark.
(Kompas, 17 June2013)

of

Judges at Commercial Court of Central Jakarta agree to
cancel trademarks “Lexus” No. IDM00351051 (Class 32:
juice, healthy drinks) in the name of Budi (defendant)
because it has similarity in its essential part with
well-known mark “Lexus” owned by Toyota Motor
Corporation (plaintiff).
(Bisnis Indonesia, 12 June2013)

<Indonesia> Yu Won LCD Sues Trademark
Appeal Commission
PT Yu Won LCD (plaintiff), in the case No.
22/PDt.Sus/Merek/2013/PN.Niaga.Jkt.Pst, filed a lawsuit
at Commercial Court of Central Jakarta to cancel a
decision of Trademark Appeal. Previously, Trademark
Appeal Commission decided to refuse application for
registration of trademark “Yucom“ (Class 09: telephone,
TV, cellular phone) in the name of PT Yu Won LCD
Indah because it has similarity in its essential part with a
registered trademark “Ucom” No. IDM000126473 (Class
09: handphone, handie talkie, intercom, etc.).
(Bisnis Indonesia, 28 June 2013)

<Indonesia> Wen Ken Drug Lost Against
Russel Vince
Judges at Commercial Court of Central Jakarta agree to
cancel trademarks “Cap Kaki Tiga” owned by Wen Ken
Drug (defendant) because it has similarity with a symbol
(“Triskelion”) that has been used in centuries by Isle of
Men (a country colonized by United Kingdom). In
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